Refusing to rent to persons because they have children is almost always against the law.

Report housing discrimination
1-800-669-9777 TTY 1-800-972-9275
www.hud.gov/fairhousing

Live Free

Should gender stereotypes influence where you live?

Learn more about
The U.S. Dept. of Housing & Urban Development
Office of Fair Housing & Equal Opportunity’s
LGBT initiatives
@
www.hud.gov/fairhousing

Live Free
VIVE LIBRE DE DISCRIMINACIÓN.

TÚ TIENES EL DERECHO A VIVIR DONDE TÚ ELIJAS.

REPORTA CUALQUIER DISCRIMINACIÓN DE VIVIENDA.
1-800-669-9777   TTY, 1-800-972-9275
WWW.ESPANOL.HUD.GOV/OFFICES/FHEO

VIVA LIBRE

EQUALHOUSINGOPPORTUNITY

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO LIVE WHERE YOU CHOOSE.

REPORT HOUSING DISCRIMINATION.
1-800-669-9777   TTY, 1-800-972-9275
WWW.ESPANOL.HUD.GOV/OFFICES/FHEO
WWW.HUD.GOV/FAIRHOUSING

LIVE FREE